
**NOTES FROM AUTUMN’S VIDEO WITH DR. LUIGI** 

February 9, 2018 

 

MEET THE DOCTOR THAT WAS ON THE CALL:   

https://www.beachbodyondemand.com/blog/dr-luigi-gratton 

 

First she made a separate video regarding her current personal development.  She is listening to “CURE 

YOUR CHILD WITH FOOD”.  She said it was a fantastic book regarding how the foods we feed our kids 

could be affecting their health with stomach, sleep, anger, anxiety issues etc.  She loves the wealth of 

knowledge from this doctor and wanted to share.  

 

Q&A FROM VIDEO: 

 

1. Can Shakeology be taken twice a day safely? 

a. He said YES, he actually drinks it twice a day - morning and afternoon snack.  Although 

Autumn fully doesn’t recommend doing this every day because she feels you need to 

EAT your food as much as possible she feels it is TOTALLY ok to do this if you are in a 

bind.  The doctor said it is not harmful and has no problem with it.  With Shakeology 

having 16-17 grams of protein it will help you reach your protein levels faster if you are 

in a bind as well, since we count 1 scoop as a RED. 

 

 

2. Why did you add sugar and take out Stevia?   

a. Stevia is still in there, they added organic cane sugar.  The monk fruit (I think that is how 

you spell it) has a special blend and that is what gives it the amazing taste.  With this 

organic cane sugar it has traceability – which means they can trace it back to the farms it 

was produced from, which is incredible.  Most doctors recommend keeping food items 

under 10 grams of sugar and Shakeology is 7 so we are safe in that aspect because it 

isn’t artificial.  All natural and plant based ingredients.  In addition, using the cane sugar 

gives it flavor and without flavor you wouldn’t drink the shake, correct?  No one wants 

anything nasty tasting. LOL  

 

 

3. Can you make pancakes with Shakeology? 

a. While the doctor agreed pancakes are delicious and with Shakeology they would be 

fantastic. He did talk about baking and putting Shakeology under intense heat because 

certain ingredients are very delicate like the digestive enzymes, pro and pre-biotics, etc.  

Those delicate ingredients would be destroyed in the heat process and while the protein 

would hold up, all the other BENEFITS from Shakeology would be gone so you got to 

remember that.  Autumn mentioned that is why she has a FIXATE cooking show and 

recommends protein balls, and other recipes on there.   

 

 

 

 

https://www.beachbodyondemand.com/blog/dr-luigi-gratton


4. A coach asked the doctor to talk about the Creatine supplement.  No general questions just to 

talk about it and its importance. 

a. Creatine has been helping athletes for over 30 years.  It is already naturally in your body 

and in the meats you eat.  If you are having a hard time getting in more reps the 

Creatine comes in and carries a phosphate buffer and allows you to finish your reps.  If 

the girls want to take this, he recommends reduce the scoop and the guys can dial it up.  

Keep in mind that this supplement is designed to build muscle mass.  Autumn chimed in 

and said she always recommends that the girls not take this because it actually makes 

you gain water weight and goes into your muscles and makes you “puffy” you could 

totally take this supplement but beware you will gain weight with it and some people 

want to do that.  She said within 5-10 days of stopping the Creatine you will lose the 

water weight.  She brought up that everyone in this group is concerned with the scale 

and thought she should point that out  - LOL  

 

 

5. Why is Shakeology so expensive? 

a. Dr. Luigi was very attracted to Shakeology.  He was working for another shake company 

a while ago and when he heard about Shakeology he was intrigued because there isn’t 

another PREMIUM SHAKE that has these types of ingredients in it.  He loved that they 

are plant based and vegan available.  With his background in nutrition (see link above to 

learn more), he feels that SHAKEOLOGY is THE BEST IN CLASS!! With its unique blend, 

we (BB) are the only kids on the block offering this type of plant based nutrition.  The # 1 

reason why it costs is because of the premium protein that is plant based with whey and 

casein.   He knows there are 700 other companies selling shakes out there and he loves 

shakes, but knows Shakeology is the best.   If you seriously narrow down the ingredients 

and do a checklist, NOTHING compares to Shakeology’s PREMIUM checklist – NOTHING!  

He said I know I can’t make claims about certain things, but he says he is feeling sooo 

much better on the weekends with his kids.  They use to drive him crazy and now he 

feels he can handle them better. LOL   The ingredients you have in Shakeology will serve 

and help you better.  You will change in ways you didn’t before. 

 

 

6.   Is it safe for you to take 2 scoops of Energize?  

a. Autumn jumped on this one…LOL…She said first off, why do you feel the NEED to take 2 

scoops?  Are you not getting enough sleep?  Are you cheating on the nutrition plan?  

There might be other factors that you need to address first.  Before you reach for a 2nd 

serving of caffeine, where is your water??  The doctor agreed, he said the coffee and 

energy drink business is BOOMING!  People thrive on caffeine and are addicted to it.  He 

likes to look at it like this – 1 Scoop of Energize = 100 mg of Caffeine and so is Black 

Coffee….but if you get a SUPER STRONG LATTE you could be looking at 150-200 mg of 

caffeine.   It stimulates the nervous system and could stimulate your metabolism, BUT 

he can’t make a claim that it will make you lose weight or get shredded.  LOL (Throwing 

out legal stuff left and right.)  The ingredients that cause you to get a red face or a tingly 

feeling could be quercetin (Plant nutrient) and the magnesium, which is a mineral that 

can be found in mineral water.    You could be magnesium deficient if you have no 

energy what so ever and require that much caffeine.  The ingredients found in Energize 

are VERY HIGH QUALITY in his personal professional opinion.   Someone asked if 

Energize stained their teeth – he said USE A STRAW?  Not likely to happen though.   

 

 

 

 



7. Autumn had a question about the whey and casein in Recover and certain people being 

sensitive to those key ingredients. 

a.  The doctor explained it like this.  When you do an intense workout you are basically 

damaging muscle tissue.  Without Recover you leave “patches” or holes in those muscle 

tissues that will eventually repair, but it takes a longer, but with Recover and Recharge 

you speed that healing process up…hence why you get sore without these supplements.  

You could look at it as if you punch a hole in the wall- you are left with patching that 

needs to take place in order to repair those muscles, just as you repair the wall.   

Recover offers two types of protein in it – WHEY and CASEIN.  When you drink it after 

your workout the WHEY moves FAST to start repairing the muscle tissue while the 

casein is more of a slow release.  Patching of the muscles allows it to build and get 

stronger.  If you are sensitive at first it could be that you are trying to get used to 

it…start off with a ½ scoop and work your way up.    He said most of you taking large 

amounts of protein could give you “rabbit poop” LOL but you could actually add in the 

Fiber Boosts to your Shakeology or switch to Vegan until your system adjusts.   Another 

thing to think about is that you are putting ALL KINDS of healthy nutrition in your body 

at once if you start taking these all at one time including your healthy nutrition…it could 

be a lot for your body to take on at first…so if you need to go in baby steps like 

Shakeology first, than Energize, than Recover or vice versa than do that…you body will 

thank you for all the superfoods in Shakeology and what the supplements offer. 

 

8. If you have thyroid issues or kidney issues and take medications, will these supplements harm 

you? 

a. The doctor said it shouldn’t…but always consult your OWN doctor and don’t just show 

them the container and say can I take this…they don’t even know what IT 

is…INSTEAD…Pose this question – IS THERE ANY INGREDIENT ON THIS LABEL THAT 

YOU DON’T WANT ME TO TAKE??  THAT forces your doctor to physically look at the 

label and see like WOW…it has all these ingredients on there??!!  There is a lot of 

CRAP on the market…and he could dismiss it for CRAP if you aren’t letting him really 

look at it.  You could even download the label instead of bringing the tub in too. LOL 

He did said this….You got to remember Shakeology has antioxidants and 

Phytonutrients and it will BLOCK some medications because it is trying to improve 

your health and it might go AGAINST your medication and see it as a BAD thing…so 

SHOW  THE DOCTOR THE LABEL and talk it out.  There is NO SOY at Beachbody and 

SOY actually interferes with thyroid medications so no worries with Beachbody 

products there. 

 

9. Why don’t we count the performance line in our meal plan but we count Shakeology as a 

RED? 

a. Performance line is SUPPLEMENTS, VITAMINS, MINERALS, and PROTEIN.  Autumn does 

not recommend mixing it with milk because that is not in line with your meal plan guide 

– it says Recover plus a fruit…NO MILK!  LOL  She said that container is not in that slot!!  

Shakeology is coming from FOOD sources, PLANTS, etc.  So in essence, it is food. LOL   

The doctor said by itself it is only 160 calories so not really a “meal replacement” unless 

you add stuff to it like fruit, etc. to make it 230 calories or higher…than that is 

considered a “meal replacement shake.”  Autumn was like consider the performance 

line as FREE…she thinks ALL of them combined – Hydrate, Energize, Recover, Creatine, 

and Recharge is approximately 300 calories…she said so NO WORRIES!  That is why she 

has a RANGE of calories per eating plan!   

 



 

 

 

10. So what is the purpose of Recover and Recharge if they BOTH repair muscles? 

a. Fast and slow proteins in both of them and helps build up the muscle layers faster.  The 

calories are different and the pomegranate in Recover and tarte cherry in the Recharge.  

Two very different effects.  I looked up these two definitions and what they did for you: 

b. POMEGRANATE EXTRACT Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are commonly 

used by athletes of all levels to alleviate soreness, stiffness, and overall inflammation 

from intense exercise or competition. Multiple studies show they are associated with 

negative side effects, including gastrointestinal discomfort. Phytonutrients with 

recovery properties, minus the downside, are now being investigated as more natural 

and effective recovery aids. In the exercise setting, the ellagitannin-rich pomegranate 

extract in Recover is shown to help reduce exercise-induced muscle soreness and 

improve strength recovery after intensive exercise, making it an important tool in your 

nutritional arsenal if you’re training on successive days—especially at the start of a 

program when you’re prone to soreness. 

c. TART CHERRY Anthocyanins are another phytonutrient being investigated as a natural 

recovery aid to combat exercise-induced inflammation and delayed onset muscle 

soreness (DOMS). The anthocyanin-rich tart cherry extract in Recharge is shown to help 

reduce exercise-induced muscle soreness and improve recovery after intensive exercise, 

both in endurance and resistance-trained athletes. 

 


